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The cold, excruciating winter nights are approaching its way as the autumn season comes to a close. Some may 
have the necessities to barricade themselves from the hustles of the bitter winds or others may not even afford to a 
basic winter accessory, such as a coat for instance. When having the affordable income to buy a coat, the tendency 
is to often assume that it will always be available. Unfortunately, the same case is not for the homeless.  
 
Often times, the homeless are people marked with ignorance, meaning that the fortunate ones have no intention of 
the putting themselves into other people’s shoes. To raise awareness for a matter that has been marked by 
negligence, Livingston resident Jeff Friedman exemplified his altruistic approach in initiating an organization 
titled “Livingston Philanthropies.” Part of the Livingston Philanthropies is “The Livingston Coat Drive.” The 
Livingston Coat Drive accumulates winter coats and other winter essentials for the homeless in Essex County to 
provide consolation to know that they will be warm soon.  
 
The Jonathan Dayton High School Volunteer Club became aware of the coat drive through the Springfield Hope 
and Dr. Gary Hecht who runs Hecht Chiropractic on Mountain Avenue. To bring support and render for the 
furtherance of the organization, the Jonathan Dayton High School Volunteer Club, working along with the 
Springfield Hope, took action. The Volunteer Club, advised by Mrs. Kim Gonzales and Mrs. Jen Mortensen is 
hosting a coat drive that commenced on November and will run until the end of January. As a means of earning, 
the Volunteer Club sold travel blankets for $20 each and all the proceeds gathered from the sale were used to 
purchase 24 coats in addition to the 123 coats collected thus far. The coats collected were then delivered to the 
Livingston Coat Drive.  
 
Although delivering coats are deemed as a simple act of benevolence, the difference it makes is transcends its 
reputation. Making a difference does not require arduous steps. From this simple act, the needy consider a winter 
coat as something costly and thankful for. Simplicity at its finest.  
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